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> Current autonomous driving model
> Relying on detecting and analyzing road conditions
> In a too-simplified way, can result in parking tickets. For instance, ’Friday-

Sunday’ is totally different from ‘Friday, Sunday’
> Parnia [1] suggested a method for detecting and classifying parking signs. 

Jiang [2] proposed a comprehensive parking system. Both faced challenges 
with complex text including abbreviations and punctuation

> Our smart parking framework
> The figure represents the smart street parking pipeline, from image 

capture and cropping to identifying and recognition.
> This work focuses on improving text recognition accuracy

> Making it capable of identifying complex text even with punctuation

> Scene text recognition
> Traditional methods:

> Manually construct text features by observations/statistical models
> Histograms of oriented gradient used by Wang et al.[3]
> Multiscale representation proposed by Yao[4].
> Problems especially concerning accuracy and automation

> Deep learning methods:
> Segmentation-based approaches

> Create a character segmentation, identify each character 
separately, and gather them into one text line

> Ask for high requirements of the character detection model
> The segmentation-free approaches

> Regard cropped word images as a whole
> The attention-based method is popular in the prediction stage
> One new method CDistNet[5] achieves great performance

> Parking text recognition
> Irshad [6] introduced a novel framework for parking sign recognition
> Li [7] directly deployed CRNN model in the smart parking system
> Both failed to process compound signs and achieve great performance
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> Introducing a dictionary method [8] to increase the probability of success 
based on the CDistNet structure

> Adding special parking-related words and punctuations into the dictionary 
to improve specificity (e.g., “9 AM”, “Mon.”, “9AM-4:30PM”)

> Step 1: Input a text image 𝒙 to CDistNet and obtain preliminary result 𝒚′, then generate 𝒌 
candidates according to 𝒚′ from the dictionary

> Step 2: Compute compatibility scores 𝒍(𝒚𝒊, 𝒗) = σ𝒋=𝟏
𝒍𝒆𝒏(𝒚𝒊)

𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝑷[𝒚𝒊
𝒋
, 𝒋]) and edit distances 

𝒅(𝒚𝒊, 𝒚′). P is the probability matrix of size 𝒔 × 𝒎, where 𝒎 is the max length of a word and 

𝒔 is the size of alphabet. 𝒚𝒊
𝒋
 represents the index of the 𝒋th character of 𝒚𝒊:  𝒚𝒊

𝒋
∈ {𝟏, 𝟐, … , 𝒔}. 

> Step 3: Compute KL-divergence between two probability distributions 𝑫 and 𝑳: 𝑲𝑳(𝑫| 𝑳  ∝

− σ𝒊=𝟏
𝒌 𝑫𝒊 𝐥𝐨𝐠 𝑳𝒊 ,  𝑳𝒊 =

𝒆𝒙𝒑 −𝒍 𝒚𝒊,𝒗

σ𝒋=𝟏
𝒌 𝒆𝒙𝒑(−𝒍 𝒚𝒋,𝒗 )

, 𝑫𝒊 =
𝒆𝒙𝒑 −𝒅 𝒚𝒊,𝒚 /𝑻

σ𝒋=𝟏
𝒌 𝒆𝒙𝒑 −𝒅 𝒚𝒋,𝒚 /𝑻

. 

> Step 4: Compute training loss is 𝓛(𝒙, 𝒚) = 𝒍 𝒚′, 𝒗 + 𝝀𝑲𝑳(𝑫| 𝑳 , and output most 
compatible candidate 𝒚∗

> Datasets: SynthText [9] is a synthetic text image dataset where the word image contains 
punctuations. The second dataset is from our curbside parking sign images. The sizes of 
these two datasets are separately 7000k and 9k. The training set is SynthText plus 80% of 
our parking set, and the test set is the remaining 20% parking set.

> Baselines:
> CRNN [10]: an established deep neural network that has demonstrated competitive- ness in recognizing sequence-like images
> CDistNet: a recently proposed state-of-the-art architecture specifically designed for text recognition tasks
> E-CDistNet: an edited model based on CDistNet as a variant baseline to address the limitation to handle punctuation marks
> TrOCR [11]: a recently proposed OCR method that has gained recognition as an exceptional model for text recognition

> We propose an innovative model for recognizing parking text that outperforms other 
methods, particularly in the following areas:
> Collecting a dataset for street parking sign text recognition
> Overcoming punctuation recognition challenges through well-designed strategies and 

building a parking-specific dictionary
> Significantly increasing accuracy for text recognition, especially for parking-specific 

words, like abbreviations of time words

From Table 1 and Table 2, we find that:
> The original CDistNet model yields the highest error rate among the evaluated models due 

to its inability to handle punctuation 
> The CRNN model has the capability of punctuation but still exhibits poor performance
> E-CDistNet model shows significant improvement and surpasses the CRNN model
> The TrOCR model, despite not being specifically designed for this task, exhibits remarkable 

performance while evaluating our parking text test data.
> Our model, which builds a parking-specific dictionary as an additional text recognition 

guidance, demonstrates significantly better performance across all metrics.

> Ablation study
> To show the effect of the number 

of candidates to consider, we 
change k in {3,5,8,10,15} and 
show the results in Table 3
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